
The LowDown 
Cheap Beer Challenge

  By Daniel Savickas

When I fi rst came up 
with the idea of 

a blind cheap beer tasting, I thought 
it would be the perfect tribute to the drinking issue.

I thought of every aspect accept one; all of my friends would be drinking a lot 
of cheap beer while I expected them to score the beers on a scale of one to 10 (10 
being the best), and make comments about each beerʼs color, smell, taste, and 
burpability. Iʼve drank with this group of people before, and Iʼm not sure what 
in my past led me to believe they were capable of drinking cheap beer and using 
their brains at the same time.

After round 10 weʼd lost a group to fuse ball, and by round 17 the group of 
nearly 30 had been drastically cut back. 

Hereʼs how the tasting was supposed to go… Each person had a cup and I 
would go around one at a time pouring each person an unmarked beer from a 
pitcher. Each person was then supposed to comment on smell, color, taste, and 
burpability, and then fi nishing off each beer with an overall rating of 1-10. 

Hereʼs what happened… Most people developed their own scoring method, 
some used a one to fi ve method while others scored anywhere from negative one 
million to one hundred million and everything in between. Others were unaware 
that they were supposed to give the beer an overall rating.

So what we ended up with were a lot of comments about urine color, smell, 
and taste, but not much of an overall scoring method. We were able to get a 
general idea of which beers tasted the best based on scores and comments, so 
keep this article in your car for missions to the store to buy cheap beer. Here are 
what the score cards said about 23 different types of beer which can be bought            

in a 12 pack, and some even in a case, for under $12.99. What we  suffered     
                through could save your life, or at least your taste buds… 

* placed top four
** placed top four and tied for the 
best value (ie- 24 beers for under $12.99)

“All in all I must say all cheap 
beers tastes good.”
     -Robert  Swick


